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This comprehensive assortment of casserole recipes provides nutritious, well balanced meal ideas that
wont take all day to make and dont use every pot in the kitchen. 500 Casseroles is usually bursting with

recipes for dishes that allow you to convenience, to impress, or just to satisfy a large familys appetite
quickly. they are versatile, easy to get ready, freeze well, and make great leftovers. Casseroles will be the

original economical meal-in-one;
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actually 12 stars! Not many things get me so excited, but this little book did. And none of these sounded
very great! I ordered this after I had recieved the '500 Soups' publication in this series. I loved that book
fairly well so I decided to give that one a shot. Good little cookbook When I first opened this cookbook I
was like, ehh seems ok. But nothing prepared me for what I got when I began paging through this small
treasure. Recipies are simple, few steps, realistic to occupied lifestyles. But I'll make an effort to be
brief.5... greatest highlights of this book are:1. Small, unobtrusive, fits of all any shelf2. Pages lightly
laminated for easy tidy up.10. Hardback. Much less good as a number of the additional books in the 500
.. withstands many uses. quick simple casseroles/dinners. Clear, concise, easy to read print. Okay. Great
photos with 99% of recipies.6. Web pages between chapters that give you variants on recipies in the
chapter.7. Non-exotic, everyday ingredients.8. Variants include 'short cut' elements, if you want to make it
faster. I came across this to be extremely disappointing, a lot of the dishes seemed almost the very same.
Everyday casseroles, classic casseroles and intriguing 'brand-new' stuff.3.There are so many things I like
about this book series, and especially this book, that I possibly could rant and rave permanently.I have to
state, whether you're a seasoned make or a novice, this is actually the casserole book to own. I consider
myself a sophisticated cook and tend to go for the more challeging, gourmet recipes. SUCCESSFUL!As
an apart, I took it to function to share and many of the ladies I work with were completely enthralled and
immediately started copying recipies.!. Five Stars great book. on specific request.Highly highly highly
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recommend. It is well worth the money. I purchased another copy to give as a Christmas present this year.
This dandy little book is an excellent addition to your kitchen in that is has a nice mix of rather
sophisticated and unusual recipes along with "down home" stuff. Simply paging through it is plenty of to
bump one out of the blahs that come with cooking too much, way too many years. Also, I loved that each
recipe is sort of "primary" recipe, providing technique and variations that help someone to utilize the odds
and ends we will often have lurking in the pantry or frig. Two Stars Must have been in the feeling for
casseroles, nothing too unique or different with these quality recipes .... Much less good as some of the
other books in the 500 recipe series.S. After an extended day, my brain doesn't want to take into account
ways to tweak the same kind of recipes, yet we want to differ our foods. The size (about the same height
and width as a CD case) doesn't bother me, although it's an odd and awkward size for a cookbook. The
recipes are pretty simple rather than too time-consuming. Not the best. The other plus is most of the
recipes are for 4 servings, so if your like me and live only, I split the quality recipes in half, producing
them 2 servings, after that slit it half and froze half for another food for a different day time, cutting my
cooking down even more saving me money and time. And the quality recipes are better for me personally
after that going "out", or even than the majority of your frozen-dinners. The reviews from additional
buyers, that Amazon freely publishes, are always helpful to making selections that really contain what
we're looking for... Four Stars This was gift to someone..9. In fact, I was wowed! Now I've had several
additional casserole cookbooks and read many that friends and family own. What _will_ bother me (why I
believe this reserve stinks) is that a lot of of these recipes demand exotic, expensive, hard-to-find (or
impossible to discover) ingredients, and a well stocked liquor cabinet. This will remain in my small
cookbook library for a long time. I had to remind myself why I purchased this book. I try to not expect
very much from cookbooks, but this cookbook still were able to disappoint me. So with that said this
book works well for what I wanted it for;4. I've attempted the tuna cass, lasagna, poultry tetrazzine, mac
pc n cheese plus they have all been great and dandy. I did so add my very own spices and contributions
occasionally, but I must say the quality recipes stand good on their own. One thing to say, not all of the
quality recipes are casseroles! If your anticipated all 500 to end up being casseroles. Not what I expected I
don't think there's actually 500 casseroles in this cookbook unless you count the optional variations at the
back of the recipe as individual casseroles. there not really. If you want a quick cookbook full of fairly
easy stuff, this is it.. great price. Meh. Tiny book, just has 500 casseroles because each casserole recipes
presents ingredient variations. Very good small, handy guide for really quick meal ideas Very good little,
handy guide for really quick meal ideas, a must have for any working person. One Star Not very good
flavor builder! Virtually useless for me! Perfect for unlimited budgets in U. But nonetheless useful. mega
cities It's been quite a long time since I am this disappointed with a publication. Ya see I just got a baby
and now have hardly any time to produce a fancy gourmet dinner. Why? All of the 500 series books have
become helpful by doing so and I use them a whole lot for ideas. The amount of pages (with about 1/3rd
of the pages filled only with feasible substitutions, recipe by recipe, which would have been better
positioned *on* the actual recipe web page for each recipe rather than in separate sections) can be
wasteful and poorly considered, but obviously the author and editor desired it this way, so it doesn't really
bother me. The dishes where quite basic-no frills. Five Stars Wonderful ideas.
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